
Clock Speed – Gigahertz 
Clock speed is the rate at which a processor carries out a task. 
It is measured in gigahertz (GHz) and a higher number used 
to mean a faster processor. But advances in technology have 
made processors more efficient so don’t compare computers 
based on clock speeds unless they use processors from the 
same ‘family’ (e.g. Intel Core i3, Core i5 and Core i7). For example 
an Intel® Core™ i5 Processor running at 3.46 GHz is not faster 
than an Intel® Core™ i7 Processor running at 3.06 GHz. 

Look out for Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 

If you want a PC that gives you extra performance when 
you need it and power savings when you don’t, Turbo Boost 
Technology 2.0 is one of the smart features built into 2nd 
generation Intel Core i5 and i7 processors.

REMEMBER
Only computers with the most powerful processors 
can make full use of discrete graphics. 

REMEMBER
Most notebooks kick off at 160GB. As long as you 
don’t download tonnes of music or videos, store lots 
of digital photos or home movies, those drives are 
good enough to start with.

Hard Drive 
The hard drive is the computer’s ‘filing cabinet’ where you 
store documents, photos, music, videos and files. Hard 
drives are measured in gigabytes (GB). A 160GB hard drive 
is enough for everyday business, but if you need more 
later, buy a USB 2.0 drive and use it for back-up as well.

EXPERT ADVICE

“ 
1GB: adequate for running a number of programs 
at once, photo editing and basic 3D gaming. 2GB 
or more: recommended!”
Craig Simms, CNET Australia

Graphics
Graphics components let you view images.

Built-in visuals

With today’s business interactions with customers and between colleagues 
becoming more visually sophisticated, your PC hardware needs to stay in 
step with your visual media needs. The built-in visuals of the 2nd generation 
Intel® Core™ processor family offers stunning visual performance without the 
added cost and power requirements of dedicated graphics cards.1 With these 
new built-in visuals, users can create and view high-impact presentations 
with stunning video and graphics.1

Intel HD Graphics 

Ideal for everyday business use. Integrated graphics, such as Intel HD 
Graphics are built into all 2nd generation Intel Core processors, providing 
stunning and seamless visual performance, sharper images and richer colour.

Intel® Quick Sync Video1

Makes fast work of editing and sharing videos1 allowing you
to share your business videos in a flash.
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RAM 
RAM (Random Access Memory) is the computer’s 
short-term memory. It is used to process tasks – such as 
writing an email, retouching a photo or browsing the Web. 
2GB of RAM is ideal for everyday business use. Remember, 
you can always add more RAM later if you need it. 

Not all PCs are created equal.

Get smart before you buy! All the jargon explained to 
help you shop for a visibly smart business computer. 

For more information on making the right IT decisions for your business go to: www.intel.com/au/smb

EXPERT ADVICE

“ Also in the Core i5 and Core i7’s bag of tricks is a 
‘turbo mode’ that dramatically boosts the chip’s 
overall speed for short bursts of heavy-duty activity.”
David Flynn, The Sydney Morning Herald

Processor 
The processor (‘chip’ or ‘CPU’) is the ‘brain’ that controls everything your 
computer does. It’s a good idea to buy the best Intel processor you can 
afford so you can easily browse the Internet, do emails,and use business 
and security software now – with room to do more down the track.

Make sure you choose the right processor by looking carefully at the badges.

The 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor: Ideal for power users who run
demanding design, modelling, creative, CAD and engineering applications, this processor brings 
top-of-the-line smart performance. It has the maximum in next-generation speed, enhanced 
multitasking capabilities and incredible Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 responsiveness. 

The 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ i5 Processor: Ideal for business users who run office
applications, databases, Voice overIP, (VoIP) , security and back-up software. This processor gives 
you adaptive performance and increased responsiveness, with a speed boost.

The 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ i3 Processor: Visibly smart computing starts here. 
This processor is the most affordable way your business can enjoy noticeably faster, smarter 
business performance.

EXPERT ADVICE

“ We suggest buying a little above your 
current needs because a PC’s processor can’t 
be upgraded any more than a car’s four-
cylinder engine can be replaced with a V8.”
David Flynn , The Sydney Morning Herald


